
Hygiene matters – let’s get it right!

Social distancing and  
hygiene signage
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Becoming COVID-secure is now a top priority for organisations across the 
world, with good business hygiene and infection control being paramount. 
The Elliott’s team are proud to work with the industry’s leading suppliers  
and manufacturers of cleaning, hygiene and personal protective equipment 
(PPE) products, and are able to offer a wide range of items in the fight against 
the pandemic.

We will continue to pull out all the stops to support our customers. Please 
contact us to discuss available quantities and volumes for the products 
featured here, as some lines are restricted. For further information and 
guidance on all forms of PPE please see the government guidelines.

The Prime Minister has recently announced a relaxing of the ‘two-metre rule’ 
for social distancing, to one metre-plus. We’re aware that the implementation 
of this change will very much depend on individual circumstances and many 
organisations are choosing to maintain two-metre distancing as an added 
precaution. However, we can provide the signage outlined as examples in this 
brochure with different wording that reflects the reduction to one metre-plus 
for any organisations requiring it. 
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INTRODUCTION
Ready for the 
‘new normal’?
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SOCIAL DISTANCING 
FLOOR GRAPHICS
A great reminder to all to follow the guidelines, these can also act as a  
distance marker. Best placed in areas of queueing or stationary work,  
or near entrance points to ensure internal strategies are signposted  
upon entry.

Please ensure social distancing
300 x 400mm

037SD

Please Keep 2m apart
300 x 400mm

036SD

Please keep 2m apart 400mm
Available in red / blue / amber

R 001 / B 015 / A 016

Keep 2m apart 400mm
Available in red / blue

R 250 / B252

Please stand here (feet)
Available in green / amber

G 003 / A 012

Please keep your distance
Available in 200 / 400 / 600mm

200-019 / 400-020 / 600-021

Please wait here (feet)
Available in 200 / 400 / 600 mm

200-004 / 400-005 / 600-006

Please wait here (feet)
300 x 400mm

038SD

Please queue here (feet)
300 x 400mm

040SD
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SOCIAL DISTANCING 
WALL SIGNAGE
A great reminder to all to follow the guidelines and advise your staff and 
customers of the measures in place. Best placed near entrance points to  
ensure internal strategies are signposted upon entry, as well as throughout  
the workplace.

Catch it kill it bin it
Available as vinyl sticker & poster

Vinyl sticker A4 179CS / A3 181CS

Waterproof posters A4 180CS /
A3 181CS / A2 182CS

Keep 2m apart
Foamex 3mm sign 600 x 800mm

Social distancing in operation
Foamex 3mm sign 600 x 800mm

Respect social distancing
Correx A-board white/blue on yellow

133 131 381

We are OPEN social distancing 
policy customer advice notice

Keep 2metre (6ft) apart when 
entering social distance notice

Vinyl sticker A4 097 / A3 098
        

Vinyl sticker A4 072 / A3 073
        Waterproof posters 

A4 093 / A3 094 / 
A2 095 / A1 096 

Waterproof posters 
A4 068 / A3 069 / 
A2 070 / A1 071 
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One-way entrance
Floor graphic 400mm

One-way no entry
Floor graphic 400mm

Self adhesive floor arrow 400mm
Available in red / blue

One-way system in operation
Available in 200 / 400 / 600mm

No entry floor & wall graphic
Available in 200 / 400 / 600mm

026 025 R 023 / B 024 200-161 / 400-162 / 600-163200-031 / 400-032 / 600-033

One way system in operation 
Social distancing guidance notice

Vinyl sticker 
A4 091 / A3 092

Waterproof posters 
A4 087 / A3 088 / 

A2 089 / A1 090
Social distancing floor chevron

500 x 200mm
023

DIRECTIONAL 
SIGNAGE
Ideal for businesses with a small floor space or for implementing a directional 
system in heavy traffic areas. Best placed in areas of queueing or stationary work, 
or near entrance points to ensure internal strategies are signposted upon entry.
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HAND HYGIENE 
SIGNAGE
Place around all hand sanitising and washing stations to guide your staff and 
customers on the importance of routinely hand washing. Great visual reminders 
for all, especially if the hygiene stations are new introductions to the workplace.

Use hand sanitiser regularly
Rigid PVC or self-adhesive vinyl
200 x 300mm

PVC 14929 / self-adhesive vinyl 14928

STOP! Now follow these 9 steps...
Rigid PVC

400 x 600mm
Now wash your hands

PVC 300 x 200mm
Wash & sanitise your hands routinely

PVC 300 x 200mm

0404 0408 134

Application of hand sanitiser
Self-adhesive vinyl 300 x 200mm

Hand sanitation point station
Self-adhesive vinyl  - A4 & A5

Your nearest hand sanitation point station arrow
Self-adhesive vinyl - A4 & A5

Be wise, sanitise
Available in 200 / 400 / 600mm

121CS A4 115SD / A5114SD Left A4 117SD / A5 116SD    Right A4 119SD / A5 118SD 200-128 / 400-129 / 600-130
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SITE SAFETY  
RULES SIGNAGE
A comprehensive set of safety guidelines suitable for reception areas, sites, and general public display.

Covid-19 reception safety notice
400 x 300mm

Covid-19 workplace safety sign
400 x 300mm

Social distancing & hygiene site safety sign
400 x 300mm

500 501 502

Social distancing in operation flexible banner
2000 x 500mm

Be socially safe social distancing sign
600 x 450mm

Be socially safe social distancing sign
1050 x 450mm

150 120 125
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ROLLER BANNERS  
AND POSTERS
Encourage your staff and customers to practise social distancing with these visual roller 
banners, which are a great way to grab attention. They can be used in multiple locations as 
needs change, and come boxed with a carry bag for simple transportation and storage.

Help stop the spread / keep your 
distance social distancing

Please help maintain a safe social 
distance

Please keep 2 metres apart social 
distancing

850mm (W) 151SD 850mm (W) 153SD 850mm (W) 152SD
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At Elliott’s Hygiene, we have a deep understanding of your requirements 
for PPE, cleaning products, and catering disposables, having worked in the 
industry and championed best practice for more than three decades, and we 
can work by your side to ensure all your hygiene equipment makes the grade. 

Collaborating with an extensive network of suppliers, and part of the Socius 
network, we can provide you with an extensive choice spanning thousands of 
high quality products, and have the buying power to secure you the items you 
need at the most competitive prices possible with our fast and efficient online 
ordering system. 

If you’d like to talk about how we could help you, just call us on (01482) 327580 
or email enquiries@elliotthygiene.com  

SUMMARY
Working by
your side



Elliott’s Hygiene Ltd
55 Raywell Street

Hull  HU2 8EP


